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Geospatial Data Management with Terrafly
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1 Introduction
March 11, 2011, 2:46 pm – A magnitude 9.0 earthquake strikes just off the northeast coast
of Japan. Within an hour, a tsunami estimated at over 30 feet high hits the coast of Japan,
sweeping away entire villages and killing tens of thousands of people [1].
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April 20, 2010 – A massive explosion on the BP Deepwater Horizon drilling platform in the
Gulf of Mexico caused the largest oil spill in US history, killing 11 workers and spilling an
estimated 4.9 billion barrels of oil [2].

Disasters, whether environmental or manmade, have catastrophic impacts that
require both quick action and long-term interventions. Mitigating the effects of those
disasters requires knowledge about similar events and advanced disaster planning.
Major challenges in disaster planning and intervention include a lack of up-todate information on situational and environmental conditions, major communication
gaps, and a lack of effective coordination in planning and recovery operations. With
a worldwide average of 387 natural disasters a year alone [3], it is imperative that
solutions are found to combat and eliminate these problems. The implementation
of cutting-edge technology, in particular, is key to advancement of the science and
solutions for disaster mitigation [4, 5].

1.1 The Challenge
Implementing the types of cutting-edge technology needed for the diverse needs
of disaster-related solutions is complex and challenging. Massive amounts of
data are required, and this data is often heterogeneous, from divergent sources,
and consists of both structured and unstructured data. Geospatial and remotelysensed data, such as geo-referenced satellite imagery and aerial photography,
provides particularly critical information that either is not available in other forms,
or is not otherwise easily conveyed. This type of data, however, is inherently
very large, thus significantly increasing the complexity of possible technological
solutions [6–10].
There are also numerous challenges with the use of existing GIS tools for
processing and analyzing geospatial data [8]. The primary challenges involved
include:
1. The use of multiple, disparate tools are often necessary, some of which are
expensive, and require specialized skills and training to use;
2. The data must often be imported into these separate tools, each of which may
require the data to be in different formats; and
3. The ability to combine heterogeneous types of data is not always possible using
the GIS tools currently available.
Another difficulty is that the typical end-users’ technological backgrounds are very
diverse, ranging from scientists to disaster mitigation and recovery planners to onthe-ground disaster responders. This requires the availability of robust systems and
tools that are very flexible and easy to use, so that end-users can focus on the work
that they need to get done without having to worry about the technology behind the
system they are using [11, 12]. Because of the nature of disasters, new and updated
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information needs to be made available in a timely manner, and in a form that can
quickly and efficiently be consolidated and conveyed to multiple, diverse users at
the same time.
Interestingly, the challenges faced by those in the disaster mitigation field are
not unique. There are numerous fields that rely on the use of geospatial and
remotely sensed data. The same types of technological solutions designed for
disaster mitigation can also be implemented in and have major impacts on other
fields. The most apparent are fields in scientific discovery such as ecological and
environmental research, archeology, oceanography, and meteorology, among many
others. Other fields that have more ordinary, day-to-day impact on people’s lives
would also greatly benefit from similar solutions. This includes areas ranging from
government operations such as public works and urban planning to business fields
such as real estate and tourism.
For example, in real estate, there are many variables that affect the value and
desirability of a particular property: neighborhood, local businesses, crime rates,
roads and transportation, school quality, level of urbanization, etc. As with disaster
preparedness and recovery, the data necessary to provide needed information
often comes from diverse, heterogeneous data sources that may be structured or
unstructured. Geospatial data, once again, can provide information that is otherwise
not available or in a format that is difficult to interpret. All this data must be
collected, consolidated, analyzed and visualized in an easy to understand format to
be effectively utilized. This challenge is further compounded in that the technical
backgrounds of potential users are very diverse, ranging from engineers and
surveyors, to developers, real estate agents and potential buyers.

1.2 A Solution: TerraFly
Identifying a solution to these intense and complex issues may seem overwhelming.
Through the use of innovative research and cutting-edge technology, TerraFly
has been created to provide a flexible, robust and forward-thinking solution to
these multifaceted challenges. Specifically, TerraFly is designed to efficiently and
effectively deal with the challenges involved in handling and analysis of massive
amounts of heterogeneous geospatial and related data, as well as with the challenges
that users encounter when attempting to use traditional GIS tools.
This article discusses geospatial data analytics using TerraFly as a case study.
An overview of TerraFly will first be presented, followed by discussions of
TerraFly’s capabilities in data handling, information visualization, flexibility and
customization, and specific domains in which TerraFly is currently used, such as
disaster planning and recovery, science and research, real estate and travel.
TerraFly is a technology and tools for visualization and querying of geospatial
data. The visualization component of the system provides users with the experience
of virtual “flight” over maps comprised of aerial and satellite imagery overlaid
with geo-referenced data. The data drilling and querying component of the system
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allows the users to easily explore geospatial data, to create geospatial queries,
and get instant answers supported by high-performance multidimensional search
mechanisms. TerraFly’s server farm ingests, geo-locates, cleanses, mosaics, and
cross-references 40 TB of basemap data and user-specific data streams. TerraFly’s
Application Programming Interface allows rapid deployment of interactive Web applications; it has been used to produce systems for disaster mitigation, ecology, real
estate, tourism, and municipalities. TerraFly’s Web-based client interface is accessible from anywhere via any standard Web browser, with no client software to install.

2 TerraFly’s Advanced Geospatial Data Processing
2.1 Overview
The cornerstones of TerraFly is in its portability, fly-over technology, ability to
integrate multiple sets of geospatial and related data into customizable, multilayered products, and inclusion of powerful but easy to use visualization, querying
and analysis tools. As can be seen on TerraFly’s landing page (see Fig. 25.1) [13],
users are able to easily select the geographic area they are interested in exploring.
By streaming incremental imagery tiles, TerraFly enables users to engage in virtual
flights (see Fig. 25.2) where they maintain full control over flight speed, direction
and altitude (spatial resolutions) via an intuitive, flash-based navigation system.

Fig. 25.1 TerraFly landing page
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Fig. 25.2 TerraFly flight and data layers control layout

TerraFly’s data-mining tools are capable of delivering an extensive amount of
data related to user-specified geographical locations [14–17]. Unlike most GIS
applications [18], TerraFly eliminates the need for the end-user to deal with
any technical aspects of the system. Users are able to easily query for data of
interest, and have that data automatically visualized in the form of non-obstructing
geo-referenced overlays, or data layers, combined with spatial imagery [19–22].
The most popular types of overlaid data include NAVTEQ NAVSTREETS street
vectors, World OpenStreetMaps, property parcels, Yellow pages, White pages,
demographics, Geographic places (Worldwide from NGA and other sources, USGS
Geographic Names Information System), services, hotels, and real estate listings.
This is just a sampling of datasets.
In addition to data overlays, TerraFly provide users with a drill-down detailed
information page on a point or area (see Fig. 25.3). For example, users can use
TerraFly’s address locator capability to “fly” to a specified address, and then request
more specific information about that particular location. To do this, the user clicks
on the particular point of interest on the spatial image. A preview page will pop up
in the flight window that contains a summary of information about that particular
location, along with links to more detailed location information. To view the more
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Fig. 25.3 Sample of TerraFly’s data drill down

detailed information, the user clicks on the associated link in the preview page, and
the user will be taken to a new page where more detailed local information, such
as demographic data, local restaurants and businesses, etc. is displayed below the
flight window (see Fig. 25.4).
The TerraFly system has querying and analysis capabilities that are the result of
intensive, cutting-edge and innovative computing research. The tools available in
TerraFly include user-friendly geospatial querying, data drill-down, interfaces with
real-time data suppliers, demographic analysis, annotation, route dissemination via
autopilots, customizable applications, production of aerial atlases, and an application programming interface (API) for web sites. Many of TerraFly’s capabilities and
the technology behind them, such as TerraFly’s underlying data storage mechanism,
client-server interaction, user interface, ability to overlay additional information
layers, and ergonomics of use and maintenance, have been described in numerous
professional publications [23–30]. More recent advancements in TerraFly’s data
handling capabilities, namely improved user-centric data integration and mapping
tools, data repository, and advanced data indexing and preprocessing, are described
in the remainder of this section. Advances in TerraFly’s data visualization capabilities, such as times series visualization, the customizable autopilot and the data
dispenser systems, are described in Sect. 3.
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Fig. 25.4 Demographics and quality of life overview page

2.2 Data Repository
A critical component of TerraFly is its data repository, and a major strength lies
in its integration of heterogeneous data sources including relational and semantic
databases and web sources with spatial data. TerraFly’s data repository was one of
the first GIS databases that were able to store heterogeneous data in one database
[23–26,31,32]. As with other GIS tools, there are two main types of geo-referenced
spatial data that TerraFly must handle: raster (satellite and aerial photography) and
vector data (points, lines and polygons) [6, 33]. TerraFly’s data repository currently
stores the following:
Raster Data. The entire collection of Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quadrangle
(DOQQs) produced by the USGS (1 m-resolution orthorectified aerial photography
of the entire USA, including once-over 13 TB coverage and 5 TB of multi-temporal
updates); the entire collection of USGS Urban Area High Resolution Orthoimagery
(15–30 cm imagery covering 135 metropolitan areas – 15 TB), and Landsat imagery
[34] covering USA and parts of the world, imagery from local sources (7 cm/pixel
and up), and a vast collection of satellite imagery, particularly from GeoEye and
Ikonos satellites.
Vector Data. The TerraFly vector collection includes 1.5 billion geolocated objects,
50 billion data fields, 1 billion polylines, 120 million polygons, including: all World
roads, Worldwide geographic places and features, 24 billion demographic data
items (3,000 fields  8 million objects), 1 billion economic data items including
the US Census demographic and socioeconomic datasets [35], 110 million USA
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cadastre polygons and detailed data on each parcel, DEM Elevation data, 15 million
records of businesses (with company stats, management roles, contacts and radius
demographics for each business), 2 million physicians with expertise detail, various
public place databases (including the USGS GNIS [36] and NGA GNS), Wikipedia,
extensive global environmental data (including daily feeds from NASA and NOAA
satellites and the USGS water gauges), and hundreds of other datasets.
New Data is constantly being updated and added to TerraFly’s data repository. For
a current listing of available data, please see [37].

2.3 TerraFly’s Advanced Data Geocoding Capabilities
A commonly used feature of GIS and mapping systems is the ability to geocode
street addresses. As with most GIS and mapping applications, precise and accurate
geocoding of available data in TerraFly is critical. If implemented with sufficient
precision, this ability can satisfy the needs of many businesses’ day-to-day functions
(e.g., realtors, attorneys, engineers, etc.), as well as the more complex needs of
government and research (e.g., information retrieval from spatial databases) [38].
For many years, most mapping systems have used standard interpolation geocoding
that estimates where on a street a particular address is located. There are a number
of assumptions associated with these standard methodologies, such as consistent
standardization of street numbers in all areas and substantial accuracy of the
underlying data. Because it is an estimate, and not a coordinate point associated
with a specific building, this type of geocoding has a certain level of inaccuracy
and often results in near misses. For example, when using one of these standard
methods, the resulting point often lies outside of the parcel property lines of the
building of interest and sometimes a few buildings away.
To address this issue and to provide the significantly higher level of precision
required for many TerraFly applications, roof-top geocoding has been implemented
in TerraFly via the inclusion of First American Parcel Point Nationwide Cadastre
data [39] along with efficient data management algorithms. This data set contains
attributes that are intended to support data integration related to land parcels
across jurisdictional boundaries, and includes parcel boundaries, parcel centroid,
addresses, Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APN) and ownership information [39, 40]
(ownership information is not available in all counties).
After initial data cleanup to remove data with missing components and incorrectly formatted records, the data was cross-referenced with other datasets and
a precise geocoding component was created for TerraFly. Specifically, TerraFly’s
rooftop geocoder was created using spatial indexes and data structures already
used in TerraFly, with street address interpolation and string matching algorithms.
In short, the process is as follows:
1. When a query for a particular address is made, TerraFly uses a standard interpolation methodology to generate approximate coordinates for the requested location.
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2. These coordinates are then used to perform a nearest neighbor query to retrieve
any nearby parcels from the data set.
3. A local search for the best matching parcel is performed on the results.
4. If a match is found for that parcel in the database, the coordinates for that record
are returned to the user.
TerraFly also has location-sensitive geocoding. If the user is focused in a particular
location and provides a partial address or a partial description of a geographic or
social place, the system will look for the best match, weighing the factors of place
importance and its proximity to the user’s current location.

2.4 Image Mosaics, Raster Data Analysis and Amelioration
As is seen in Sect. 2.2, TerraFly has nearly 40 TB of aerial and satellite imagery in
its data repository. As with vector data, TerraFly requires high quality raster data
to perform many of its applications. However, not all of the imagery is of a high
enough quality for appropriate visualization, and sometimes multiple images for the
same locations, are shot at different times or by different instruments. Nevertheless,
some users desire to see original unaltered imagery. Most users, however, desire to
see a pixel-by-pixel mosaic of the best imagery available. “Best” is a user group
specific criterion, and TerraFly accepts various definitions of what “best” means for
a particular user group. The default “best” is the freshest, the sharpest, and the most
natural-color imagery. Thus, in preparation for mosaicing, TerraFly performs image
analysis on its raster data.
Two different types of imagery analysis are conducted to improve TerraFly’s
image quality: (1) detection of black regions in individual tiles and (2) histogram
analysis on an entire data set. When imagery data is acquired or post-processed,
individual data tiles may contain areas of black interspersed or surrounded by good
quality imagery. As a result, detection of black regions is performed tile by tile,
and results of the analysis are stored as meta-data inside each tile. When tiles are
retrieved, this meta-data is accessed and algorithms are used to determine how to
best mosaic that particular tile with better quality imagery for the best quality output
to the user.
Entire data sets are sometimes affected by color distortion that is not easily
detected when imagery is analyzed on a tile by tile basis. Therefore, histogram
analysis is conducted on the entire data set. To provide end users with the most
accurate and flexible data product, results of the histogram analysis are stored
separately from the original data set. This provides the user with the option of seeing
either the original or corrected imagery.
Both of these types of image analysis involve data-intensive computing, particularly on the large data sets inherent to spatial data. TerraFly’s raster analysis
applications have been ported to MapReduce [41, 42], a highly efficient framework
that automates the use of parallel processing through the use of mappers and
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reducers (see [43] for more details on MapReduce). For detection of black regions,
each mapper is assigned a certain number of tiles to analyze, depending on the
size of the data set and the number of mappers. No reducer is needed for further
processing. For histogram analysis, each mapper is responsible for analyzing a
portion of the data set, and the partial result is sent to the reducer. The reducer
then combines all of the results and computes the final output. TerraFly’s use of
MapReduce has resulted in a dramatic improvement in computing time, and has
shown close to linear scalability [41].

2.5 Spatial Keyword Indexing (SKI)
Spatial data is inherently very large, complex and often heterogeneous in nature. This makes meticulous and efficient data management a major challenge,
particularly when dealing with extremely large databases such as TerraFly’s data
repository. However, appropriate data indexing can be used to make querying of
data more efficient. To address this and improve performance, TerraFly includes
an innovative, hybrid method to efficiently process top-k spatial queries with
conjunctive Boolean constraints on textual content [16].
Specifically, this method combines an R-tree structure and text indexing into a
location-aware inverted index by using spatial references in posting lists. R-Trees
are often used as an indexing mechanism for spatial search query processing [18,
44,45]. In the TerraFly-SKI hybrid method, an R-tree index is modified in the upper
level nodes with the addition of a list of leaf nodes that have the same parent. An
inverted file is altered to contain a list of pointers to some of the R-tree’s nodes,
creating a spatial inverted file. To process a query, the R-tree is traversed in a topdown method using a best-first traversal algorithm. If at least one object exists that
satisfies the Boolean condition in the subtree, then a node entry is made into the
priority queue. Otherwise, the unnecessary subtree traversal is eliminated. The result
is a disk-resident, dual-index data structure that is used to effectively and proactively
prune the search space [16].
Although this method produces improved performance, the indexing process can
take a substantial amount of time. How much time is needed depends on the size
of the database, as well as the size of the lexicon found in the spatial inverted file.
For a database that contains N objects, where those objects are used to construct the
SKI’s modified R-tree, the number of insert operations is O.N /. When constructing
the spatial inverted file, the most expensive operation involves sorting the lexicon,
with a construction time of O.N C V log.V //, where V is the size of the lexicon.
MapReduce has been used to improve image processing computing time for data
in TerraFly’s data repository [41]. The use of parallel computing to improve the
efficient construction of inverted indices has been studied by other researchers [43].
TerraFly’s work with MapReduce has been leveraged to improve processing time in
SKI construction. In this process, the R-tree structure is built with two MapReduce
pairs as in [2]. The output includes references to R-tree nodes as intermediate data
for use in the following job. Considering each object as a document, a MapReduce
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job also builds the spatial inverted file on the database lexicon. The MapReduce
compound uses the intermediate data generated in the first iteration.
The resulting SKI’s data structures are stored remotely in the Cloud, and are
downloaded to a local host to serve interactive queries. In this process, the SKI data
structures are partitioned because the number of “smaller” SKI structures is equal
to the number of Reducers used in the MapReduce job. As a result, queries are
processed with a modified version of the search algorithm proposed in [16, 27].

3 Advanced Data Visualization Capabilities
New and innovative technologies and functionality are continually being developed
and added to TerraFly’s already extensive capabilities. Section 2 presented key
advances in TerraFly’s backend and data handling capabilities. Those technological
advances are functions that end-users may not be entirely aware of, but that affect
them and the quality of their work substantially. In this section, we discuss some
of TerraFly’s most recent advancements in data visualization and user-centric
capabilities. Although equally as important as the advances made on the back end,
end users ability to interact with the system is more directly affected by advances to
TerraFly’s visualization engine. Specifically, this section discusses TerraFly’s time
series visualization capabilities, auto pilot, and data dispenser.

3.1 Time Series Visualization
A powerful capability is the TerraFly TimeSeries application. This application has
a unique ability to provide efficient and ergonomic dissemination of imagery with
spatio-temporal data overlays. In other words, the TerraFly TimeSeries application
can retrieve geospatial and remotely sensed imagery of the same geographic location
that was acquired during different time periods. The system is then able to create an
animated sequence over time to clearly show historical changes.
To accomplish this, the TimeSeries application uses the coordinates of the
current map center that it has received from the TerraFly API to send a request
for information on available images to the TerraFly SO service (imagery source
service). The SO service provides the TimeSeries application with an XML formatted string that contains information about available imagery sources, resolutions
and acquisition dates. Upon receipt of this information, the TimeSeries application
parses the XML [46] and orders the sources by acquisition date, starting with
earliest date to the latest date. It then creates a time-line panel that accurately
reflects the proportion of the number of days between acquisition dates, and then
searches for the closest resolution images of the requested location. The TimeSeries
application then generates URLs needed to request the corresponding imagery.
Once the imagery servers provide the requested images, the TerraFly API loads
the imagery and creates an overlay in the viewing area. The TimeSeries application
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Fig. 25.5 Ishinomaki, Japan, before the earthquakes and tsunami of March 11, 2011

creates the animated time sequence by fading-in and -out the corresponding images
in the timeline. Specifically, this fading-in and -out effect is achieved by changing
the transparency parameter of these images from low to high (fade-in) or high to
low (fade-out) every 40 ms at a rate of 25 frames/s.
The resulting time series can be quite dramatic and useful, particularly in
disaster mitigation applications. When an extreme event occurs, certain features or
characteristics of a particular area might be radically changed. With this unique
use and visualization of historic data, the TerraFly TimeSeries application enables
taking the important information and creating a new synthetic view of an emergent
reality. This can not only aid in response to the disaster, but it also provides
researchers with a rich source of data that can be studied to find better ways to
plan and respond to similar types of disasters.
The recent earthquakes and tsunami that hit Japan in March of 2011 provides
an example of the power of this technology. As can be seen in Figs. 25.5–25.7, the
before, during and after geospatial images, respectively, of the tsunami are quite
dramatic. In the image from April 4, 2010, entire neighborhoods can clearly been
seen as having been established and intact. The image from March 12, 2011, the day
after the tsunami hit, shows that water has rushed well inland, inundating those
neighborhoods. The final image, from March 19, 2011, shows the aftermath once
the waters have finally receded. Those neighborhoods were completely decimated.
Although images from the ground would show the devastation, the remotely sensed
images allow researchers to better study the overall impact and patterns of this
catastrophic event.
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Fig. 25.6 Ishinomaki, Japan, the day after the earthquakes and tsunami of March 11, 2011

Fig. 25.7 Ishinomaki, Japan, 8 days after the earthquakes and tsunami of March 11, 2011
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Fig. 25.8 TerraFly’s autopilot flight sequence creation tool

3.2 Auto Pilot
TerraFly includes the autopilot technology that allows users to preplan and map
out a customized flight path of interest. With this tool, end users can quickly and
easily select specific destinations over spatial and remotely sensed images, and the
system will automatically create that flight path as a series of point destinations
at the speed and altitude (resolution) desired by the user. The speed and altitude
need not remain static during the automated flight. At any point in the predefined
flight sequence, users may include changes in speed, and zoom in (i.e., view higher
resolution data) or zoom out (i.e., view lower resolution data) at will. The user is
also able to determine which additional features will be displayed while traveling in
the flight path. In essence, any feature or information that is possible to view when
the user is in manual mode can be added as a component of the requested flight path.
The Autopilot flight sequence creation tool can be seen in Fig. 25.8.
Once a flight sequence is defined, the flight path is overlaid the geospatial images
in the flight path window. As can be seen in Fig. 25.9, users are able to fly along the
requested flight path in the main TerraFly flight window without any intervention by
the user. Users will also be able to see a zoomed out overview of the overall flight
sequence in a smaller window found in the lower right-hand corner of the flight area.
TerraFly’s autopilot technology is not merely for entertainment value. There
are numerous applications for this technology, including education, emergency
preparedness in urban areas, and the study of crops in rural areas. To best illustrate
this, imagine this scenario. A local office of emergency preparation and response
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Fig. 25.9 TerraFly’s autopilot flight path window

is notified of the imminent approach of a hurricane to their region. Officials and
employees must make preparations to both mitigate effects of the hurricane, as well
as be prepared to respond in the aftermath. With TerraFly’s autopilot technology,
coordinated autopilot flight paths could be created prior to the storm event and
assigned to specific responders. Once the storm as passed and new data is available
regarding storm impacts in the area, each responder could quickly and easily engage
their assigned flight sequence to view and interpret impact results. The responders
would not have to manually control movement over the area of interest and could,
instead, just focus on gaining the information that they need. Further, this same flight
path could easily be used over and over as updates and new information come in.
The auto-piloted path can be annotated with voice clips, images, and data.

3.3 Data Dispenser
There are times when end users are in need of being able to work with spatial data
outside of TerraFly. For example, an environmentalist may need to run complex,
domain specific analyses that cannot be accomplished in TerraFly itself. Alternately,
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Fig. 25.10 Customized web page created by TerraFly’s data dispenser

a business may need a large, high quality poster print of a particular area but lack
to equipment to produce the poster. To address these needs, TerraFly provides a
flexible and user friendly data dispenser that end users can use to acquire any spatial
and related data for a location of their choice [47].
TerraFly’s data dispenser provides users with fast and convenient access to a
map or a remotely sensed image. The data dispenser has been designed with an easy
to use, intuitive interface that allows users to acquire data without any specialized
training or tools. Users are able to easily choose, mark and dispense satellite images
or aerial photos of any size, and in varied formats. TerraFly’s dispenser can also
provide the user with textual geo-referenced data associated with a dispensed image.
When combined with the requested imagery, this data gives the user a unique
information package associated with the geographical area of interest. Numerous
products, both digital and printed, are available to the user. End users can order
large poster prints, aerial photos and topomaps, atlases as auto-formatted PDF files,
photo prints, GeoEye satellite products, reports, and more [48].
To the user, requesting data via TerraFly is very simple. The download button
is clicked, the user selects the area of interest using the mouse to manipulate a
bounding box, and then selects “download” from the menu. Once this request is
sent to the system, TerraFly’s data dispenser module searches TerraFly’s imagery
database for all image tiles that can be used to generate the imagery for the userdefined area. TerraFly’s information databases are searched for all the possible
data reports related to the selected area. TerraFly also has the capability to search
data sources on other sites. Currently, TerraFly also searches the GeoEye Archives
for the availability of GeoEye and Ikonos imagery. As can be seen in Fig. 25.10,
once the searches are complete, the system generates a customized web page that
presents users with all of the unique product options available for the area of
interest.
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4 Application Domains
TerraFly’s use of innovative research and cutting-edge technology has created a
flexible, robust and forward-thinking solution that has multiple domain applications.
The wide range and types of data available in TerraFly makes the system useful to
a much broader user base than conventional geographic information systems. In
this section, an overview of the primary domains that currently use TerraFly are
presented, namely, disaster mitigation and response, research and scientific inquiry,
real estate, travel and tourism, and government operations and public interest.

4.1 Disaster Mitigation and Response
When a disaster occurs, fundamental aspects of life dramatically change. Major
impacts often include changes to our physical environment that are far reaching and
easy to discern. The importance of the positive impact that information technology
can have on disaster mitigation and response has been discussed in several US
government and international reports. They all agree that greater resources in
information technology will improve our ability to plan for and respond to disasters,
ultimately saving lives and property [4, 5].
Discussions throughout this paper have touched upon TerraFly’s prominence as
a tool for disaster mitigation and response. As has been noted, TerraFly has multiple
capabilities that researchers, planners and responders can use to vastly improve
disaster planning and response. For example, as was seen in Sect. 3.1 TerraFly’s
TimeSeries visualization capabilities can quickly and easily show users physical
changes to our environment as a result of a disaster. However, other types of impacts,
such as economic impacts, can also be visualized in TerraFly.
As can be seen in Fig. 25.11, TerraFly has the ability to provide visualization of
economic changes, such as changes in property values, as the result of a disaster.
The example presents patterns of changes in property values affected by the BP
Deep Water Oil Spill. Unlike major impacts on the physical environment, this type
of impact is one that is not clearly seen with the naked eye. Instead, combining,
overlaying, and analyzing different types of pertinent data are required to gain this
understanding.

4.2 Research and Scientific Inquiry
TerraFly is also extensively used as a tool for research and scientific inquiry.
TerraFly is used to support and engage in many domains of computing research
such as data processing, query optimization, parallel processing, storage of massive amounts of data, etc. TerraFly also provides numerous data analysis and
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Fig. 25.11 The effect of the BP deepwater oil spill on property values

Fig. 25.12 In situ data and graphs in TerraFly for use in hydrological analysis

visualization tools for scientists in various domains. Figure 25.12 shows Hydrology
data analysis tools in TerraFly. With this tool’s intuitive interface, users are able
to view and analyze data, and have results of their analyses displayed as imagery,
charts and tables.
Additional functionality found in TerraFly, such as time series data, key word
searches, and layer control, is also available on this screen. For example, users
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Fig. 25.13 Geospatial-temporal plots

are able to select a date range and view time series animation of changes, as well
as graphs that plot these changes over time. As can be seen in Fig. 25.13, very
detailed geospatial temporal plots are available to users of this application. As with
all TerraFly flight windows, locations are searchable by address, and more detailed
data for specific points is available at the click of the mouse. For example, clicking
on one of the stations provides information about that particular site.

4.3 Real Estate
TerraFly also provides tools for various business domains, such as Real Estate. Real
estate related services are provided to real estate agents, buyers and sellers. TerraFly
downloads real estate sale listings from the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) and
overlays this data onto spatial imagery. As can be seen in Fig. 25.14, variables
such as property types, prices and square footage are overlaid, with more detailed
information and additional variables available at the click of the mouse. Users
are able to quickly and easily see the number and location of homes for sale in
a neighborhood, as well as nearby features that may affect the desirability of a
property such as proximity to a park or school. Realtors can take potential buyers
on virtual tours of a neighborhood, and map out driving and transportation routes of
interest.
TerraFly’s Real Estate component also provides powerful data mining capabilities. Again, as can be seen in Fig. 25.14, end users are able to search for properties
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Fig. 25.14 TerraFly’s real estate consumer application interface

based on attributes such as asking price, number of bedrooms, square footage and
various other keywords. A common search in South Florida, for example, is for
ocean front condominiums or single family homes with a pool.
The power of this type of capability is not fully appreciated until one attempts
to glean the same information without the ability to visualize it in a tool such as
TerraFly. For example, imagine you are a buyer looking to purchase a home in a
specific neighborhood. What you would typically be given is a list of properties for
sale with their addresses and other relevant data such as square footage. Trying
to visualize the locations of these properties in your mind is rather difficult,
particularly in relation to desirable and undesirable features in the neighborhood.
Further, visualization in TerraFly provides significantly more information about a
particular property than a standard MLS listing. For instance, a home’s address
may indicate that it is on a small quiet street, but there is no information on
what surrounds that property. It may be that the property backs up to a noisy
highway or busy street. This would easily be seen in TerraFly, but would not
be apparent to anyone using the typical MLS listing until the home is visited in
person.
Another real estate application available in TerraFly can used to study real estate
value trends over time. As can be seen in Fig. 25.15, users can view and analyze
valuation trends of specific census block groups by selecting the census block of
interest and entering start and end dates. Data such as average price per square foot
is overlaid onto aerial imagery, and can be animated over time. The application also
includes a trending graph so that users can see average changes in prices over their
specified dates, as well as a list of sales prices by date.
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Fig. 25.15 Historical property value trends

4.4 Travel and Tourism
TerraFly’s capabilities are also useful to the travel and tourism industry. As can
be seen in Fig. 25.16, TerraFly’s auto pilot mapping tool can be used to create
virtual tours of vacation destinations of interest. Tour operators can provide potential
clients with a bird’s eye view of tour packages that highlight points of interest
with pertinent information and high resolution geo-referenced images of particular
locations. Tour operators could even use TerraFly to customize tour packages for
individuals, creating the tour route with the direct input of their clients.
For example, tour operators can create a tour through Washington, DC, to show
to potential clients. As they take their clients on a virtual tour, the clients can see
various points of interest and let the tour operator know which destinations and
points of interest they are interested in including in their tour package and which
are of not interest to them. The tour operator could immediately make changes in
the auto pilot to reflect the client’s wishes and immediately show them the resulting
new planned tour.

4.5 Government and Public Interest
The wide range and types of data available in TerraFly, along with TerraFly’s robust,
flexible and easy to use functionality is especially useful for government agencies
and public interest. TerraFly’s value as a tool for disaster planning and recovery
has been illustrated throughout this paper. There are, however, numerous day-today functions that government agencies are responsible for that TerraFly is well
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Fig. 25.16 Sample tour using TerraFly’s auto plot tool

suited to support. In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 25.17, several local municipalities in
Florida (The City of Coral Gables, The City of North Miami Beach, and The City of
Miami Gardens, among others) have adopted TerraFly on their web sites to provide
citizens with up to date information in their area, as well as tools to help make it
easier for residents to work with their local government agencies and offices.
In addition, much of the data collected and used by government is well suited for
integration into TerraFly. For example, as can be seen in Fig. 25.18, crime incident
report data is associated with specific locations. TerraFly can easily process and
overlay that data on geospatial imagery, providing both professional users and lay
people with data visualization that is much more intuitive and easy to understand.
Further, this data can be combined with other vector data available for that same
area. The data could then be analyzed to determine if there are any trends or
associations affecting the occurrence of particular types of incidences.
Importing property tax assessment data into TerraFly also aids in government
operations. As can be seen in Fig. 25.19, by being able to view text records alongside
with visual property imagery, tax assessor employees can more easily compare and
analyze assessments between similar and dissimilar properties. This provides more
consistency and accuracy in assessment procedures and valuation. Further, with the
use of TerraFly’s time series application, tax assessor employees can compare recent
imagery with historical imagery to determine whether any changes have been make
to a property that would necessitate a change in assessment value.
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Fig. 25.17 Local municipalities that use TerraFly on their web sites

Fig. 25.18 Crime incidence report data overlaid on geospatial imagery
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Fig. 25.19 Property tax assessment for individual properties

Fig. 25.20 White pages

Finally, there are also numerous capabilities in TerraFly that individuals find
useful in their day-to-day lives. Overlaying data from the White Pages, for example,
improves its usability for many individuals (see Fig. 25.20). Users are able to search
for needed information in the White Pages not just by a person’s full name, but also
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by attributes such as address, phone number, or the names of other individuals in
the home. Alternately, users can search the geospatial imagery visually to find a
particular location, and related information.

5 TerraFly with Other Systems: GIS-INTEGRO
TerraFly interacts and cross-pollinates with other Web GIS systems, including
NASA WorldWind and the GIS-INTEGRO system developed by the Russian
Academy of Science and Dubna International University. The GIS-INTEGRO
system provides analytics data for disaster mitigation. The TerraFly and GISINTEGRO teams are performing joint research that focuses on expanding and
improving algorithms and methodologies used for integrated object analysis and
related processes. The teams are also furthering the development of intelligent user
interfaces for each stage of the research and analysis process, from data acquisition,
georeferencing, data integrity and quality assurance, and multi-level analysis to
pre-print requirements for hard-copy published maps. There are numerous areas
of application for these technologies, including decision-making support systems
for mineral exploitation and environmental protection management. Components of
this work include:
Pattern recognition algorithms (Holotype): Algorithms designed to compute similarity measures and matrices for heterogeneous objects, including resolving issues
associated with recognition of objects in situations where only incomplete information is available.
Multi-functional geo-information server: Algorithms designed to integrate remote
geo-informational resources with spatial modeling during disaster situations. The
use of spatial modeling during a disaster (or very shortly thereafter) helps provide
critical information on the current state of an affected area. This is accomplished
by integrating up-to-the-minutes information with historical data, and providing a
holistic evaluation of current environmental properties and impacts.
Ecological modeling: Methodologies designed for modeling ecological data and
the structure of ecological informational space, as well as determining the natural
and anthropogenic factors that affect the ecological state in regions of interest.
Geophysics: Consolidating vast amounts of geophysical algorithms and evaluations
of mineral reserves.

6 Conclusion and Future Directions
Through the implementation of innovative techniques and technologies, TerraFly
provides users with GIS capabilities without the need to learn complex interfaces
or deal with the technology behind the system. It is a robust, user-friendly system
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that has wide appeal to many different types of users, and application to many
different domains. TerraFly has been covered by both popular and specialized
media, including TV (e.g. Fox and Discovery), radio (NPR), newspapers (e.g. New
York Times, USA Today), magazines (e.g. Science) and journals (e.g. Nature). The
project’s primary sponsor is the National Science Foundation (NSF). Of the 53,000
NSF-funded projects in 2009, it chose 120, including TerraFly, for the NSF annual
report to congress [49].
Several new projects and new directions are currently being pursued that will
improve the technical capabilities and expand TerraFly’s functions. One of them is
the incorporation of social media, including using information gathered from social
media as a viable data source. As the popularity of social media has increased, so
has its potential for providing up-to-the-minute information on pertinent happenings
in the world. If implemented appropriately, this could have a substantial impact on
disaster response. It is no longer unusual for news of a particular event to be posted
on a social networking site before any other media or type of communication. The
challenge, however, is trying to determine how to most efficiently and effectively
filter pertinent and accurate data from massive streams of messy, irrelevant, and
inaccurate data.
Efforts are being made to expand data sharing capabilities and communication,
particularly for disaster planners and responders. Areas being examined to aid
in this include: (1) creation of a “citizens sensor network” that can potentially
provide near instantaneous geolocation and visual coverage of extreme events; (2)
development of techniques to better manage a solid communication infrastructure
for disaster responders by providing services via the cloud and (3) generate
models and simulations to better predict outcomes, that can subsequently be used
to disseminate mission critical information and provide guidance for emergency
response.
As the usefulness of spatial and related data increases and expands to new
domains, efforts will also increase to determine how the needs of these new domains
can be met while still providing a robust, innovative and intuitive system.
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